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The show is composed of three distinct sections:

The Dream Boxes

A wall of small clay figures

2-D works under glass

The Dream Boxes can be cranked to follow a poetic narrative
The small clay figures have a wide variety of mixed-media elements
The drawings are built with simple lines on multiple layers of transparency, with an
occasional relief element
In her current show at Boston Sculptors, Sarah Hutt has built upon her interest in recording dreams by
finding three distinct media for presenting them. But this really breaks down into two ideas, with the
artist pushing us toward a literal understanding with her Dream Boxes, and toward a more formally
interested exploration with her clay figures and drawings. This leaves the impression that the artist is
moving in two directions in a fervent need to communicate her semi-conscious thoughts, and that she is
able to pursue this end through seemingly opposite means.
The jump between the cranking boxes and the other work is substantial. The show's press release
explains that Hutt made a clay piece every morning to record the essence of her dreams, and both the
drawings and sculptures convey the immediacy that this implies. They also show a persistent searching
for new ways to break surface planes and incorporate different textures, and this varied problem solving
is the most rewarding aspect of the show. The textural shifts in the sculptures and drawings are visually
appealing, regardless of their dream associations, and they have a light-hearted approachability while
avoiding the possible pretensions of dream recording.
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The Dream Boxes take a different tack, with each giving us a written narrative of a particular dream.
The formal elements of these boxes are less important than their stories, and they have a clarity and
concision that makes a striking contrast to the quick, energetic sculptures. The boxes also require
participation, which is somehow less playful here than it is in most interactive sculpture. This might be
a function of the room's openness or the work's clean presentation, but the overall impression is that
playtime is over when you reach the back wall, and that these dreams should be taken seriously.
The dichotomy between these two approaches gives the impression that this show has two halves- one
light, open-ended, and lovingly messy, and the other direct, concise, and weighty. It's uncommon to see
an artist try such different approaches in a single show, and it's stimulating to follow her problem
solving process to such different solutions. Although I enjoyed cranking a box and reading her thoughts,
the drawings and clay sculptures are a more easygoing and personable read. Their lack of specificity
allows me to relate the works to my own experience, which makes me want to spend more time with
them. But this show expresses Sarah Hutt's many creative avenues, and on a different day I might just
want to turn the handle and hear it straight.
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